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ANOTHER VIEW 

FEBRUARY 5, 1973 
DOUGLAS M. MANSFIELD 

A little over a year a 
read a stimulating and deli htf IO one o~ our.members 
expressed a difficulty he h~d hUd paper In WhlCh he 
Japanese mind and grasping the a in penetrating the 
Japan. essential ethos of 

stl'rred One passage in the paper particularly 
me. I quote: ' 

My wi£e. and I spent close to six 
weeks this past May and June 
traveling through Japan. We 
looked and watched and stared and 
read and questioned and listened. 
We spent hours, days in serious 
probing discussions with acadamecians 
university presidents, students and ' 
philosophers, Zen Buddhists and 
Shinto priests. We were entertained 
with customary lavishness by 
business executives, accompanied -
an unheard of breach - by, of all 
people, their own wives. We were 
stimulated to the point of exhaustion. 
But I remained very much the stranger, 
the outsider. I confess quite candidly 
that were these personal contacts to 
have been our only reliance, Japan 
and the Japanese would have remained 
almost as much of a riddle to me on 
the day I flew out of Tokyo as on the 
day I arrived. 

Later that evening, while talking to the 
author about Japan, and perhaps spurred on by one 
or two glasses of beer, I said that while I had enjoyed 
the paper immensely, I had spent one and a half years 
in the Far East and had had somewhat different impressio 
and experiences. I then rashly promised that my 
next paper would be about my stay in the Orient. 

My sojourn in Japan and Korea was not a 
planned vacation or a business trip but, rather, was 
occasioned by my having completed successfully a course 
in the Korean language at the Army Language school. 
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Contrary t? popular belief, the Army does sometimes 
~s~ a man ln acc?rdance with his training'and abil- ' 
lt~es , and, so, ln June, 1956, I boarded the ~roop 
ShlP U. S.S . General William Mitchell, under orders 
for Tokyo and Korea. 

I ~as not at all reluctant to go_ After 
all, I had plcked the only Oriental language offered 
me for the very reason that it promised a trip to 
Asia, something I had wanted for yearso One of my 
earlier memories is of stories my grandmother told 
me about her 1937 trip to Japan and China. I still 
remember Sitting with her in her living room surrounded 
by delicate china, intricate jade carvings a~d other, 
to me exotic~ Orientalia, listening spellbound to her 
descriptions of people and life in that incredibly 
far off part of the world. 

As I grew older, My interest in the Far 
East increased - so much so that if I had believed 
in reincarnation, I would have said that a prior 
existence was trying to pull me back to a~ earlier 
homeland. 

At any rate , I was finally on my way. About 
the trip over, very little needs to be said -- it 
was. a troop ship and for eleven days and 4435 miles, 
I was crammed into a below-the-water-line hold with 
several hundred others . 

Finally, however, we arrived in the busy 
Yokohama harbor, disembarked, and boarded Army buses 
which were to take us to our post. Even though we 
were somewhat insulated from Japan by the olive-drab 
buses, our senses were immediately assaul~ed b~ all 
the new sights and smells and sounds. Whlle flrst 
impressions are rarely accu~at~ or ?omplete, for ~e 
the essence of Japan is a d~st~llatlon of those flrst 
sensory perceptions. 

To my western eye , accustomed to painted 
houses , Japan. seemed at first dirty and drab. After 
a few moments though I realized that the houses were 
not only not ~ncared for, bup ' the absence of paint 
on the wooQen buildings allowed the weather's artistry 
to increase the natural beauty of the wood . In con
trast to this apparent lack of color, were the bamboo 
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groves, their leave s an exquisite pale green and 
women in brightly colored kimonos tripping along 
on geta. 

Every country, I suspect, has a smell of 
its own. The dominant one in Japan is the odor of 
sandalwood. 

. It also seemed that Japan was a country 
wlth a goal to. meet . Everywhere one looked people 
were hurrying along purposefully; cars and three 
wheel~d truc~s were darting noisily in every direction, 
especlally dlsconcerting because they were driving 
on . the "wrong " side of the road; new buildings were 
beIng constructed every few hundred feet. 

In a sense it was- a relief to arrive at 
our c~mp and escape from the strangeness and bustle 
of thl~ new country in going through the famili ar 
Army rl tual of checking into a new post. ··, After a 
few hours of rest, however, we were ready to get away 
from the U.S., as represented by the Army and back 
aga in into Japan. ' 

Our camp was in the Oji district of Tokyo, 
about a twenty-five minute train ride from the Ginza, 
the shopping and entertainment center of the city. 
This first night, however, we were too eager to get 
down-town to waste time on a train. And so, five 
of us go t into a taxicab designed to seat three and 
shouting the only Japanese word we knew, "hiyaku" , 
which means "fast", and pounding the driver on the 
back far emphasis, made it to the Ginza in under seven 
minutes. We didn't know it at the time, but it 
really is unnecessary to call for more speed from 
a Tokyo cab driver. We learned later that they all 
had been trained as kamikaze pilots in the Second 
World War and had turned to Tokyo cab driving as the 
next best occupation. 

Since we had arrived in Japan only that 
morning none of us had civilian clothes. In 1956, 
to appear anywhere off an Army base in uniform was 
an open invitation to every pimp, . and th~~e wer~ many, 
to solicit your bus iness. They dldn't wa lt untll we 
go t out of. t he cab but leaned.in the windows, each 
calling out his wares and say1.ng: "Hey G.I. you want 
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nice place? I got good place, nice girl . Very cheap," 
and the like. 

Having been told tn expect this by more 
experienced friends back on base, we had no difficulty 
in turning such offers down. 

Downtown Tokyo was a magnificent place. 
Beginning that night, we started learning this country 
and its people. We, of course, visited the tea rooms 
of which Tokyo had hundreds, each with its own motif, -
the beer halls where we spent many a Saturday after
noon drinking Nippon beer and munching on tiny dried 
shrimp and fresh green pea pods while watching 
Japanese baseball on T.V., and the many restaurants 
for which Tokyo is justly renowned. Frequently, we 
also visited the Tokyo Onsen, or bath house, for a 
hot bath and a massage before going out for the 
evening. The public bath is a popular and necessary 
part of Japanese life. The Japanese people are 
almost fanatical about personal cleanliness, and it 
is not uncommon for a person to bathe three or four 
times a day. The Japanese bath differs somewhat 
from our own -- instead of washing in the tub, a 
Japanese soaps himself first, rinses, and then steps 
ihto the hot , water to soak, or, rather, to cook, -
the water is so hot. 

The Tokyo Onsen is the finest example of 
this convenience we found. The building had five 
floors each of which offered differing grades of 
luxury'in bathing. On the first.floor.a customer 
soaped and rinsed himself and cllmbed lnto a large 
pool of hot water, perhaps joining twenty others of 
both sexes already t here. The second floor offered 
semi- ublic facilities, with ~ fe~ale attendant to 
h I .Pthe third floor was seml-prlvate and.the fourth 

e Pietely private. The fifth floor co~talned rooms 
comp b affluent Japanese 
that were rented by the year Y "b. d'-
and were available to them twenty-four '. o~~:e ~he 
through a private entrance. We U~u~~eYh~gh quality 
fourth floor, primaril~ be~a~~et~e assigned room, 
of service. ~p~nb;a~~l~~t~~ctive young female employee, 
Y~~b~~r~n~~e~n e a pair of short shorts and a skimpy d 
~alter. After undressing, she seated you on a woo :n 
stool and washed and rinsed you, then led you ;to th 
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" soaI.ciJ?.g tub £or ten o.r fifteen minutes. Thoroughl 
debllltated by the heat, you climbed onto a table y 
(nd were massag~d thoroughly for the next half hour 
ase~ally, I mlght add). Periodically, a waitress 

came Into the ,xoom and took orders for iced drinks 
At the end of an hour you. walked out of the bUildi~g 
thoroughly refreshed and relaxed, all for the price 
of 1000 yen or $2.50. 

.To say my impressions of Japan, however, 
were nothlng more than th.ose gained by making the 
r~unds.of bath,houses, tea rooms, beer halls and the 
lIke, IS to. omIt the most important aspect of my life 
there~ meetl~g and talking with the Japanese people. 
In thIS I thInk I had an advantage in being in the 
country, not as a scholar or businessman but as an 
enlisted man in the United States Army. ' 

I'm reminded of a cartoon I once saw: Two 
young boys are sittfng behind a fence in their back 
yard, one is holding a cigarette in his hand, the 
other is taking a swig from a bottle of whiskey; both 
are reading girlie magazines; in the background the 
mother of the smoker is standing in the doorway, 
obviously calling her son. The caption reads: "I'IP 
over here, Mom --- We're playing soldier •. " 

This is an impression most people -- Japanese 
or American -- have of a soldier. The advantage lies 
in that in this .role you do . not threaten anyone's 
respect for himself. 

People seem less likely to conceal their 
true feelings, thoughts and attitudes from someone 
they look on as their inferior. 

Soon, of course, you are seen, not as a 
stereo-typical soldier, bu.t. as another human being. 
The embarrassment at having underjudged you many times 
turns to amusement at having done so, and sometimes 
leads to close friendships. One particularly good 
Japanese friend I met one afternoon while trying to 
get directions back to the Ginza from an outlying 
suburb where I had gone to see a small Shinto shrine. 
I was obv.iously a sold ier and unmistakeably lost. 
My Japanese was wholly unequal to the task of asking 
or understanding directions and soon a crowd gathered 
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both to help and to poke fun at the stupid soldier 
Eventually, a young man stepped out of the crowd • 
rather contem~tuously asked me in perfect English 
Wh~t 1 wanteq::, and told me how to get back to the 
maln part of' the city. 1 must have m~sunderstood 
his directions 'because an hour later 1 arrived, back 
on the same street from which '1 had started more 
lost than ever. ' 

Fortunately for me, he was the first person 
1 saw when 1 again began looking for help , and , as 
1 hesitantly approached him, 1 saw him make several 
patently derogatory comments about me to his companion. 
Again 1 asked for directions~ again he gave them to 
me in perfect English but this time the words were 
quite elementary. I mus t have still looked puzzled 
because finally, and in great exasperation, he 
volunteered t o take me back personally. After wait
in& fifteen silent minutes, a streetcar came and we 
boarded. ' Apparently, by this time his irritation 
at my denseness had subsided and be began asking m~ 
questions , though in a desultory manner. By t~e tlme 
we reached the Ginza, however , we were converslng 
freely -- 1 had told him who 1 was, where 1 was from 
and how I ,came to be in the Army in Japan. He had 
revealed tha t he was a student at Tokyo University , 
that his father was a small businessman and that he 
hoped to go to the United States for further study 
the following year. We were diSc?vering that we 
had many '";things in common -- partlculary a fon~ness 
for arguing the relative merits of our respectlve 
countries. 

Because of his pride in Japan ~nd its 

culture afnd ~~s ~a~~~~~:~ !~r:h~~o~tf~~~!~n~~ ~~~ee 
reasons or 1 , thou ht possible. I was 
months than 1 would have g tl Almost ' h for meals frequen y. 
invited to hlS ouse 's friends would take me to 
every weeke~d he and hl,ts environs that they felt 
some place ln Tokyo or 1 and Ja an. I had many 
I should see t? bett~rhu~1:r:~out ne~rlY eyery ~spect 
long conversa~lons Wltd frequent discussions , ,wlth 
of Japanese llfe -- a~th ther Japanese. I dlscovered 
him as interpreter, Wl 0 e almost invariably 
that the Japanese ,people arOderate of others. 
friendly and genu~nely cons~ 
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This does not mean, however, that they make 
an effort to meet and know strangers. It seemed to 
me that they had a highly compartmentalized life __ 
one aspect of which revolves around matters which 
take place essentially in publi~, whether work or 
social, with a curtain interposed between them and 
the second, the private aspect of the ir lives. The 
latter is typified by the very architeDture of the 
houses, not facing outwards on the street as in this 
country, but ~nward, toward a ce~tral courtyard s o 
that the publlC world may be shut out .. '. A typical 
Japanese house presents ~ view of blank walls or high 
fe~ce~ to the outside and effectively prevents any 
unlnvlted or unwelcome intrusions. Even in the homes 
of wealthy Japanese, who are called on for business 
reasons to entertain Western guests, . one room is 
often set apart from the rest of the house for such 
entertaining, preventing even the possibility that 
the two aspects of their separate lives will meet. 

I have heard many people mention their 
difficulty in understanding Orientals or their way 
of life. I feel it may be due in part in not realizing 
this Oriental separation of public self from private 
self. I think I came to recognize it and, as a 
result, became completely enamoured of Japan and 
its people. 

At the end of this very exciting and pleasant 
Gummer, I was ordered to Korea - a very different 
country than Japan both in its outward appearance and 
its people. Although the Korean armistice had been 
signed in 1954, soon after Eisenhower took office 
as preSident, and the official war was over, in 1956, 
Korea was still a shattered country. The process of 
rebuilding had not yet begun and shell pocked buildings 
and cratered rice paddies were still highly visible. 
The people still seemed shocked by the war and pre
sented a sullen appearance. Although we were not 
subject to being fired upon by inscrutable Chinese 
soldiers,p.or. forced to march up and down the precipitou .... 
terrain of, the Land of Morning Calm, there were still 
hazards ponnected with service there. 

As members of the Army Security Agency, 
known as. the "Titless Wacs" by most of the Army, our 
duties were fairly pleasant . Communications security 
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and intelligence are functions which cannot be des
cribed as particularly arduous or dangerouso And 
yet, after-duty hours were probably more perilous 
unpleasant and ted-ious, in combination as all but 
the most vicious combat. They certainiy did not com
par~ with those.in Japan. There was very little to 
do In" the bucollC village of Yong - Dong - Po. Our 
camp was surrounded by rice paddies and vegetable 
plots ~ll reeking of the essence of Driental organic 
gardenlng , human excrement. Our "recreation" choices 
were few. We could sit on our bunks in the stench 
of Korea in our dark quonset huts (for some unex
plainable reason Korean electricity was turned off 
at 7:30 every night for anywhere from 30 minutes to 
6 hours. This, of course, gave rise to one of our 
many nicknames for , the distant United States -
"Land of the All-Night Generator." -- Other names 
were "Land of the Big P.X." and "Land of the Round 
Eyed Beauties"; as a second choice we could walk the 
few yards to the Enlisted Men's Club, and sit in 
the stench of Korea until 10¢ gin and vodka or 15¢ 
whiskey dulled our olfactory senses and created an 
alcoholic euphoria; or we could venture off post 
to be assaulted by one of the local camp followers. 
This last activity was probably the least wise thing 
to do because, although you ran a risk of alcoholism 
by staying on post, the potential for contracting 
V.D. off post was infinitely greater. Some members 
of our unit, however, took perverse pride in an 8th 
Army Headquarters reprimand of our Commanding Officer 
advising him that our 501st ASA. Group had a V.D. 
infection rate of 78% (not counting repeaters) and 
a per capita consumption of liquor unequaled by any 
o~her unit anywhere in Korea. 

About the only other available off-duty 
pasttime was dealing in the flourishing black market. 
In order to conserve capital for rebuilding , the 
Korean government had banned most imports. Accordingly, 
American P.X.'s became the source of most Korean 
consumer goods. Until 1957 when, in response to 
strong Korean gov€rnment protests, th~ Army crac~e~ 
down on black marketeering, the practlce was offlclally 
forbidden and openly condoned. Almost anything ?ould 
be sold at an immense gain but the two most profltable 
items were Marlboro ci'garettes and Juicy Fruit chewing 
gum. The former could be purchased for $1.00 per 
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carton and sold for around $4.00, and the latt 
bought f?x three cents and sold for seven. Cie~rettes 
wer,e . ratlone~ to three cartons every two weeks g and 
requlred ratlon stamps to purchase. Accordin 1 
for most dealers large returns were impossibl~ y, 
How~ver, one acquaintance o~ mine had twenty-six 
rat70n books and several people working for him. He 
easlly must have netted over $300 per month on 
cigarettes alone. 

Although gum was more pnfitable than 
cigarettes, it was not rationed and hence, was 
almost always unobtainable at the P.X. This same 
friend, though, somehow located a large supply and 
early one evening staggered out the camp gate~ bent 
almost double under the weight of a duffel bag full 
of Juicy Fruit. 

The few of us who had the advantage of 
speaking Korean would go into Seoul in the evening 
to frequent tea rooms and meet Koreans. These 
friendships, of course, led to invitations to dinner, 
concerts guided sightseeing tours of Seoul and the 
like and: unquestionably made our stay in Korea far 
more pleasant than was true for the average soldier. 

However, on the whole Korea was not a 
particularly exciting or entertaining 0: pleasant. 
country during this period. Besides belng war torn, 
it was very poor. The average annual per capita 
income was about $160 .00. And too, despite friendships 
with Koreans as close as those I had made in Japan 
with Japanese, I never developed a feeling for Korea 
or its people as I had about Japan and the Japanese. 
Because of all these reasons, I, and all of us, looked 
forward to returning to Japan. This return, in my 
case, came about through and R & R, or Rest and 
Recuperation leave. 

To my way of thinking, the R & .. R policy 
is one of the finest things the Army has ever adopted 
for the benefit of its enlisted men. As far as I 
know, it originated during the Korean conflict. Its 
purpose and method were. to give American soldiers, 
during their Korean tours of duty, two, separate, 
seven day re spites from the filth, cold and horror 
of war, far from the combat zone . It did not count 
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as official leave. This Army policy has apparently 
continued to the present. Every so often a major 
magazine will run a photo series on American soldiers 
on R & R from Viet Nam. They are pictured sport shirt 
and camera attired, sightseeing in Bangkok, bargain 
hunting in the exotic shops of Hong Kong, making new 
friends in New Zealand or Australia, and embracing 
their wives and children who have flown halfway 
across the Pacific f or a tearful reunion in Hawaii. 
This is not the R & R those of us who were in Korea 
remember. 

Popularly, R & R was then known as I & I, -
Intoxication and Intercourse ~ In 1956-57, there was 
only one place available to visit, Japan, believed 
by the American soldier stationed in Korea to be the 
hedonistic capital of the world. 

I took my first R & R in April , 1957, with 
a friend, Dick Williams, who, in civilian life, was 
a high school teacher and football coach in Reno, 
Nevada. Besides being a nice guy, Dick was an artist 
on a slot machine and during our R & R. instructed 
me in the many ways to beat the machines. Looking 
back, about the only other thing I remember about 
Dick was his practice of introducing himself as 
"Rick" to Japanese bar-girls and snickering lascivi
ously at their inability to pronounce the letter 
"R". 

We flew out of Korea late one afternoon. 
The following morning, after going ~hrough the R & 
R processing station at Tachikawa A~r Base ne~r 
Tokyo Dick and I took a bus to a nearby s~atl0~ to 
catch~a train for Kyoto. We made the statl0n wlth 

nly ten minutes to spare. Because of the lan~uage 
o t nly had trouble gett~ng 
barrier, however'dw7tn~ . ~ the right platform from 
tickets, but coul n

t 
.In There were at least ten 

which to board the raln. ass and I'm sure we 
tracks connected by a~ und~rp f ~tairs to every single 
ran up and down all SlX ~e ~h~ station probably 
latform. The Japanese ln because we'd come burst

~hOUght we had gone berserk'st the first Japanese we 
ing up a set of ~ta~rs, a~?oh if we were on the track 
saw and ask in pl~gln En~e~Sa couple of minutes of 
for the Kyoto traln. Af t we'd decide we were on 
frantic shouting on our par , 
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the wrong platform, bow a couple 
our b~gs, and run to the next Of: times, pick up 
the fIrst track we'd tr' d h' As lt turned out 
but an old Japanese Ie ad been the right on~ 
directions had thoug~~m:~ of ~hom we'd first asked 
and directed us to that l.wan ed to go to Yokohama 
up on the Kyoto track for l~~. When sh~ saw us come 
if h d'd 't e second tIme, damned 

~ e l,n want us to turn around and start runnin 
agal~. Flnally, a man who spoke passable English g 
straIghtened her out and dispersed the usual large 
Japanese crowd that had gathered to argue about where 
we really wanted to go. The train was late, but 
until it came the poor old woman nearly bowed herself 
to exhaustion in apology. 

Unfortunately, we'd caught a local train 
rather than the express. As a result we stopped at 
every village between Tokyo and Kyoto and didn't 
arrive until late that night. Despite the slowness 
of the train, and the fact that Dick and I had decided 
to make this a truely debauched G.I. vacation, we 
both thoroughly enjoyed the scenic trip down the 
coast of Japan. 

Tired and hungry when we finally got to 
our hotel, we immediately went to bed. For this reason 
alone, we were able to awaken in time the next 
morning to join a sightseeing tour of Kyoto. I was 
thankful for this because this was the last tourist 
tupe thing we did. That night we went to Osaka, 
which is near Kyoto, and from then until the end of 
our R & R we saw very little daylight. 

It would, of course, bore my listeners to 
detail our further adventures - on R & R in Kyoto. 
It is enough to say that we returned to Tokyo after 
five days in this beautiful area without having seen 
much of it, thoroughly exhausted, and ready to end 
our libidinous vacation. 

As I look back over this paper, I see that 
I have given more than "Another View". The Orient 
to me, was, in fact, three entirely different places. 
The R & R experiences were, I think, typical of those 
enjoyed by any young, immature male, who finds himself 
for a short time in an exciting area of the world. 
The Korean experience was disillusioning. For the 
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first timE I saw the results of a vicious war and 
the effect it had on an entire country and its people. 
Too much poverty and filth and starvation, as it 
existed in that country then, somehow seems to cheapen 
life in the eyes of the onlooker, rather than demand 
its betterment. . 

The initial Japanese experience was the 
most valuable, though I w~ not fully aware of it 
at the time. Yet, I must have had some appreciation 
of the Japanese way of life and what its people had 
given me, for as the end of my tour of duty in the 
Far East, and my three years enlistment in the Army, 
drew closer, I tried very hard to talk the Army into 
discharging me in Japan, rather than sending me back 
to the United States. 

They denied my request and, to this day, 
I don't know whether it was better or not. 

Douglas M. Mansfield 
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